. Introduction
In this paper we shall construct microlocal parametrices for hyperbolic mixed problems at non-glancing points in the case where their Lopatinski's determinants have real zeros, and we shall investigate the reflection of singularities. It was proved for hyperbolic mixed problems with constant coefficients in a quarter-space that singularities corresponding to boundary waves generally appear when Lopatinski's determinant has real zeros (see [2] , [H] 3 [12] ). We shall show that singularities corresponding to boundary waves appear in variable coefficients cases.
Microlocal parametrices for hyperbolic mixed problems were constructed in some cases by using the theory of Fourier integral operators. Chazarain [1] constructed microlocal parametrices for the Dirichlet problem for wave equations at non-glancing points. Microlocal parametrices for the Dirichlet problem for second order operators were constructed at diflfractive points by Melrose [6] and Taylor [10] . But it seems very difficult to construct microlocal parametrices at glancing points which are not diffractive. On the other hand there is a problem of constructing microlocal parametrices when Lopatinski's determinant has real zeros. This problem has no difficulty and we can investigate the reflection of singularities corresponding to boundary waves by constructing microlocal parametrices. We can construct a microlocal parametrix as the We consider the mixed initial-boundary value problem for the hyperbolic operator P(x 9 D) in a quarter-space
Z>r« 00 1^0 = 0, ^o>0, l^^^m,
Here the Bj(x' 9 D) are boundary operators with C°° coefficients. Now let (**', f 0/ ) be a fixed point in T*R n \Q and put x°= (0, ^0 / ).
We may assume that the A* (x 9 f) are enumerated in the following way :
Im %(a» 9 n=0 for
Im ^(^°5 D>0 for
Then we put 
Remark. It is easy to see that
We state the assumptions that we impose on {p, b,} : (A. 1) (x°, f°') is not a glancing point for p, i.e., tf(a», £°"), l^ĵ / 1} are simple real roots of />(•£", ^, f°')=0.
where ^(a;', f) and r(x', f) are C°° functions defined in a conic neighborhood of (x°', f°') in T*R"\0, f,^', f) is real valued and homogeneous of degree 1 in f, f,(a^, f 0 ')=5!, r(x°', f°')^0 and « is a positive integer. Remark, (i) If the condition (A. 2) with 6=1 is satisfied then the condition (A. 3) also holds. In fact, taking [7(X, £")=! and
(ii) Suppose that #Cr°, f°')> l^/^4, are simple roots o = 0. If rank (JB y (*°, tf(*°, £°'), <?'))MI ..... i = 4-0 the condition (A. 3) follows from (A. 2) (see [4] ).
Let T be a conic neighborhood of (x°', f°') in T The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In § 2 we shall formally construct a microlocal parametrix. In § 3 the procedure of § 2 will be justified and singularities of a microlocal parametrix will be studied. In § 4 we shall construct microlocal parametrices for the problem (LI) -(1.3), following Melrose [6] , and study reflection of singularities of solutions to the problem (1. 1) -(1.3). A microlocal parametrix will be constructed as the composition of a microlocal parametrix for the Dirichlet problem and a microlocal parametrix for a system of pseudo differential operators on the boundary in § 5.
The author wishes to thank Professor M. Matsumura for his helpful discussions and his encouragement. § 2* Formal Construction
In this section we first determine the boundary values of the phase functions and solve the eiconal equations to determine the phase functions. Then we discuss the transport equation on the boundary and the transport equations.
There exist a conic neighborhood F Q of Or 
We represent Cj-(a:, y', f) as asymptotic sums
where jo(^0) sC^)([0, e))T, ,o(a; 0 ) = l in a neighborhood of ^0 = 0 and the £*j(x', y, f) eC"^) will be determined by the transport equations on the boundary. Then we have P-E 1 (g)~0 in some sense.
Next let us determine the a] (x , y, f ') and the c] (x, y, f ') . We obtain formally
hus we have the transport equations on the boundary 
19).
For l^k^l, we have where the a\(x^ y\ f) are the solutions of (2.5) and (2.6). Proof. By induction the lemma can be proved. From Lemma 3.1, (2.15), (2.17), (2.23) and (2.25) it follows that (3.5), (3.6) and (3.11) are valid when v, ^=0, l^k^ff'.
Moreover
Then by (2.26) we have (3. 7) -(3. 11), when v,f£=Q, 6'+l^k<.L Let us assume that (3. 5)-(3. 11) hold for V=V Q and /i=0 and that (3. 14) -(3. 25) hold for v=v Q -1 and //= 0, 1 3 2 3 ---. By the induction assumptions. Lemma 3.1, (2.25) and (2.26) we can inductively obtain (3. 5)-(3. 11) for y=i> 0 and //=!, 2,--*. Thus (3. 12) (a?,(0, x, y, f),---, «?,., c!.(0, x', y, f),-, «!-,,.) 
